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REPRESENTING THE CDF COLLABORATION 

The CDF collaboration L engaged in a broad program of QCD mecuurementr at the Fermilab Tevatron 
Collider. I wiII discuss inclusive jet production at center-of-maw energies of 1800 GeV and 630 Gev, 
properties of eventrr with very high total transverse energy and dijet angular distributiorw. 

1 Introduction 

The Tevatron Collider has produced collisions of antipro- 
tons and protons at a center of mass energy of 1800 GeV. 
The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a general 
purpose magnetic detector, used to study many aspects 
of these collisions. This talk presents high-statistics mea- 
surements of jet production over a wide range of trans- 
verse energy with low systematic uncertainties. 

In 1992193 we recorded 19 pb-‘, denoted “Run la.” 
Results of Run la, containing details of the apparatus 
and analysis, were published.[I] (See Fig. 1) 

Figure 1: Inclusive jet cross aectionn from Run la 

Results were in excellent agreement with theory up 
to jet transverse energies, ET, of 200 GeV, but departed 
from theory at higher ET where the gluon structure func- 
tion is not constrained by independent data. In 1994195 
we recorded 87pb-‘, denoted “Run lb.” A small sample 
of data taken in 1996, “Run lc”, included 0.6 pb-’ at 
a collision energy of 630 GeV. These newer results are 
discussed here. 

These studies can be compared with calculations of 
quark and gluon interactions based on Quantum Chro- 
modynamics (QCD) as the underlying theory of parton 
interactions. Presently, perturbative calculations of or- 

der a3 are available.[2] The measurements are sensitive 
to hadron structure as represented by parton distribu- 
tion functions (PDF). This allows tests of consistency 
with other experiments such as deep inelastic scattering, 
hadronic final states in e+e- collisions and productions 
of 7’s, W’s and 2’s. Embedded in such calculations are 

assumptions about the validity of perturbation expan- 
sions, the running of the strong coupling constant (a,), 
renormalisation and factorisation, and soft-gluon resum- 
mations. At extremely high ET one expects to be sensi- 
tive to short-range interactions, if they exist, at the level 
of 10-l’ cm. 

2 Inclusive Jet Production: 1800 GeV 

We define the inclusive jet cross section as: 

1 

G J d2a 1 1 Njet dq- = --- 
d&-h A9 L AET 

where Njer is the number ofjets observed in a transverse- 
energy bin of width, AET, with a weighted mean, ET. 
L ia the integrated luminosity. The range of pseudo 
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Figure 2: Corrections to energy scale. 
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Figure 3: Corrections to cram sectiona from energy scale and energy 
smearing. 

rapidity, AT, uses a region of CDF’s central calorimeter 
which minimises edge effects, 0.1 < IT,I~ < 0.7. 

The online trigger for events in this analysis required 
a single calorimeter cluster with ET > 100 GeV. Addi- 
tional ET thresholds of 70 GeV, 50 GeV and 20 Gev 
also contributed events with appropriate pre-scale fac- 
tors to limit rates. Standard cleanup cuts were made 
to eliminate backgrounds, e.g. events with out-of-time 
calorimeter signals and events with significant missing 

ET. Events were required to have an interaction ver- 
tex with IzI 5 60 cm from the detector center along the 
Tevatron beam axis. 

For events which passed cuts, a histogram was 
formed as a function of jet ET , and each jet in each 
event contributed to the histogram if it had ET > 100 

GeV and 0.1 < 171 < 0.7. All events with a jet above 
200 GeV were scanned and no background events were 
found. We estimate that the background is less than 
0.5% in any bin over the entire ET spectrum. Small 
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Figure 4: Correlated systematic uncertainties: percent vs. ET 

inefficiencies near threshholds for each trigger were mea- 
sured and values of the cross section and its uncertainty 
corrected. An overall normalisation uncertainty of 

Figure 5: Linearized difference between measured croaa section and 

theoretical predictions 

Figure 6: Cross section8 from Run la and Run lb compared with 

NLO QCD using CTEQ3M PDF’S 

3.9% arises from the integrated luminosity and s-vertex 
cut. Extensive studies and cross checks were done to 

determine the proper jet energy scale for e’alorimeter in- 

formation, and to correct the cross section for energy 
“smearing” events from finite resolution. Figures 2 and 
3 show these effects. Overall, there were eight sources of 
systematic uncertainty, statistically independent of each 
other, but each fully correlated across all ET bins. They 
are shown in Fig. 4. Any differences between experiments 

or between data and theory must include these effects for 
proper evaluation of signitkance. 

The fully corrected cross sections for Run la are 
shown in Figures 1 and 5 and compared with NLO-QCD 
predictions using the MRSDO’ Figure 6 shows results 
from Run lb in good agreement with those from Run 
la. A comparison between CDF and DO data, corrected 
for different ~7 ranges is shown in Fig. 7 using JETRAD as 
the theoretical model. The CDF/DO comparison is also 
done in Fig. 8 using CDF standard curve as the model for 
comparison. When systematic effects are included, there 
is no significant difference between the two experiments. 
Also shown are the CDF standard fitting function (used 

in ET unsmearing) with best-fit parameters for the data 



Figure 7: CDF and DO Cross sections compared with JETRAD. 
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Figure 8: CDF and DO Crocu aectiona compared with CDF stan- 

dard curve. 

and for the MRSDO’ curve. 
The statistical significance of the difference between 

data and theory has been studied for v8rious PDF’s, 
including effects of systematic uncertainties.[l] MRSDO’ 
gives the best agreement (C.L.=80%) For ET between 
40 and 160 GeV, but the C.L. is about 1% for data above 
160 GeV. Other PDF’s give up to 8% C.L. for the high 
ET range, but poorer 8greement at low ET . 

This apparent disagreement hsr stimuI8ted theoret- 
ical work: 

New PDF’s from CTEQ,[3] 

New calculation of effects of soft gInon resumma- 

tion,[4] 

Ev8Iustion of uncertainty in faetorisation scheme, [5] 

Calculation of the running of u,.[S] 

Other issues which might play 8 role in explsining 
the difference are the choice of p, the renormaliza- 
tion/factorisstion scale, new particles or a new short- 

range interaction. 

3 High C ET Distributions 

We have 8Iso measured the cross section 8s 8 function of 
c ET, the scalar sum of jet ET in 8n event for jets with 
ET > 100 GeV. Figures 9 and 10 show the results which 
8lso lie significantly higher that theoretical predictions 
for high C ET. 
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Figure 9: Croes section ~8. the scalar sum of ET 
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Figure 10: Cross section vs. the scalar sum of ET for jets. 

4 Candidates to Explain Excess at High ET 

In Fig. 11 we show 8 number of possible choices for p, 
the renormalisation/factorirstion scale, bared on jet ET. 
The principal effect is almost shape independent. The DO 

co&%boration harr used /r based on the mcudmum jet ET 
in the event which yielded 8 shape change with about 8 
5% to 10% higher cross section at 400 GeV. 

The role of the running of Q, has been studied,[6] 
and 8 fit to the jet cross sections up to ET = 200 GeV is 
shown in Fig. 12. 

We have rtudied the effect of 8 short-range (con- 
tact) interaction charscterised by the m8.ss scale, A,. At 
present such 8 ddation is 8v8ikble only in leading or- 
der. Figure 13 provides some idea of the value of A, 

needed to explain whet we observe. 



Figure 11: Theoretical predictions for various ~-scales. 
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Figure 12: Calculations of ma from various experiments. 
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Figure 13: Effect of a contact interaction on theoretical prediction. 

5 Dijet Angular Distributioxu 

With several possible sources to explain the observed 
d&t&-theory difference in the inclusive cross sections, it 

is not possible to sort out the proper combination of ef- 
fects without other measurements to provide additional 
constr8ints. We have 8lso measured the dijet angular 
distributions for the Run 18 snd Run lb dat8.[7] This is 
sensitive to the presence of 8 short-rsnge contact inter- 
action because the dominant QCD angular distribution 

behaves M l/(1 - co5 13+)~, whereas 8 left-handed contact 
interaction hsr 8 contribution (1 + c05~*)~(1r5)/(8A~). 
Other formn for 8 contact interaction m8y be possible, 
but this ia the one we have studied. 

It is customary to express the Bngular distribution 
in terms of 

x = exP(lllr - IhI) 

= (1+ Icose*1)/(1- ~cose*() 

Figure 14 shows the x distributions for di-jets for v8riou5 
ranges of di-jet m8sses. Also shown are the NLO QCD 
predictions. 
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Figure 14: Dijet distributions in x for various dijet masses. 

It is useful to integrate the differential x-distribution 

over the ranges 1.0 < x < 2.5 end 2.5 < x < 5.0, and 
to form the rstio, R,, of the lower rsnge to the higher 
range. R, is plotted in Fig. 15 along with predictions of 
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Figure 15: Ratio of x regions vs. dijet m- compared to predic- 

tions with contact interaction (u,d only) for various A,. 

8 model with 8 contact intersction involving only u- and 
d-quarks snd for wuiou5 values of Arc. At the 95% C.L., 
this model is excluded for had(+) 2 1.6 TeV and for 
A,d(-) 2 1.4 TeV, where (+) snd (-) represent the two 
possible signs of the contact interaction. Figure 16 does 

the fame thing for 8 fl8vor-symmetric model where the 



Figure 16: Ratio of x regions vs. &jet mu compared to predic- 

tiona with contact interaction (flavor symmetric) for various die. 

corresponding limits are: A(+) > 1.8 TeV and A(-) > 
1.6 TeV. 

These results argue against a new short-range inter- 

action of this type as the dominant source of the effect 
seen in the inclusive jet cross section. 
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Figure 18: Dalitz-variable distributions for S-jet events. 
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8 High c ET Multijet Distributions 

We have also studied detailed hinematic distributions 
of the multijet events discussed earlier. The data are 
compared with two QCD models: NJETS, a LO 2 + 
N Monte Carlo calculation,[8] and with the HERWIG 

MC[9]. As alternate to QCD, we also plot the predictions 
for phase space. For N=3, the process 1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ 5 is 
character&d by variables described in Ref. [lo]. For jets 
,3, 4 and 5 ordered in energy, they are the 3-jet invariant 
mass, two Dalitr variables, the angle between << and Pi 
the angle between plane Sizs c+ainint $1, Pz and Pa 
and plane Ss45 containing P3, Pd and Ps , and the three 
mass fractions: f’ = iUj/M3,, j = 3,4,5. The CJet (‘) 
and 5-Jet (“) events are reduced to the equivalent 3-Jet 

case by conbining successively, the lowest-mass jet pairs. 

In Figs. 17 18 and 19 we show a sample of a much 
larger list of distributions.[ll] These distributions are 

m, (GeV/c’) 

Figure 17: N-jet rnw distributions for 3-, 4- and S-jet events. 
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Figure 19: Angular distributions for Sjet events. 

consistent with the QCD predictions, and they give no 
hint of new physics. 

7 Recent CTEQ PDF Fits 

A number of ‘theoretical groups are calculating new 

PDF’s M more precise data emerge from deep inelastic 
scattering (DIS), HERA, W-asymmetry measurements, 
Drell-Yan studies, direct photon interactions and high 
energy jet production. The kinematic range covered by 
various experiments is shown in Fig. 20.[3] 

Other talks at this conference will describe this work, 
but I cannot resist the temptation to show data-theory 
comparisons with the inclusive jet cross section based on 
two recent fits by CTEQ in Fig. 21. The jet data from 
CDF and DO are included in the CTEQ4M solution which 
still shows a suggestion of a rise in the cross section at 
high ET . The CTEQ4M fit to data from many exper- 
iments has x2/d.f = 1320/1297. Although somewhat 
constrained by theory, the exact functional form for the 

PDF’s in a matter of convenience and judgement. Data at 

low x can strongly constrain the parameters of the fit and 
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Figure 20: Kinematic regions covered by various experiments used 

in CTEQ fits. 

overwhelm the influence of the high- ET jet data which 
are the only constraints on the high-x part of the gluon 
PDF. In the CTEQHJ fit, the statistical weights of the 
jet data were arbitrarily increased to force good agree- 
ment at high ET as seen in the figure. This resulted in 
x’/d.f = 1343/1297, still in rather good agreement with 
data from other experiments. 
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Figure 21: CTEQ fits including inclusive jet data. 

8 Inclusive Jet Production: 650 GeV 

In a 1989 CDF run, we collected data at a c.m. en- 
ergy of 546 GeV as a test of scaling in the variable, 
ZT = 2E~/fi.[12] QCD predicts scaling violation and 
the experiment was consistent with that at high zT, but 
there was a hint that the violation at low zT was not as 
strong as expected from QCD. Run lc produced a sam- 
ple of jet events at 630 GeV which is shown in Figs. 22. 
A comparison with NLO QCD using the MRSA’ PDF is 
given in Fig. 23 vs. zT, and a the newer CTEQJM PDF 
is shown in Fig. 24 where the results are plotted vs. ET. 

A direct comparison 1800 GeV data and 630 GeV 
data which removes some sources of systematic error is 
shown in Fig. 25 compared with the CTEQSM prediction 

Figure 22: Inclusive jet cross sections at various c.m. energies. 

Figure 23: Inclusive jet cross sections: difference from theory at 

various ZT . 
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Figure 24: Inclusive jet cross sections: difference from theory at 

various ET. 

for this ratio. Comparisons with UA2 data taken at 630 
GeV are difficult because of different jet algorithms and 
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Figure 25: Experimentalratio of CDF jet cross section at 630 GeV 

to that at 1800 GeV. 

different jet energy corrections in use at that time. 
These results suggest that more work is needed t,o 

understand scaling behavior at low jet 2~. 

0 Conclusions 

These new measurements of jet production at high ET 
are an exciting challenge which is leading to refinements 
in QCD theory. The inclusive jet cross sections probe 
a region of gluon structure functions not constrained by 
other data. While new PDF fits can account for the 
high ET behavior, we cannot be sure that this is the 
correct explanation for the high ET behavior. Detailed 
distributions of d&jets and multi-jets with respect to a 
variety of kinematic parameters are in good agreement 
with theory. The 27 scaling behavior for 630-GeV and 
1800-GeV data deviate from QCD predictions at low ET. 
We look forward to improvements in both theory and 
experimental data. 
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